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Abstract
This paper explores using large language models (LLMs) to generate RDF mapping language (RML) files in the RDF turtle format as a key step towards self-configuring RDF knowledge graph construction pipelines. Our case study involves mapping a subset of the Internet Movie Database (IMDB) in JSON format given a target Movie ontology (selection of DBpedia Ontology OWL statements). We define and compute several scores to assess both the generated mapping files and the resulting graph using a manually created reference. Our findings demonstrate the promising potential of the state-of-the-art commercial LLMs in a zero-shot scenario.
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1. Introduction

LLMs excel in understanding, generating, and manipulating human language. They are widely used for tasks like text completion, language translation, and generating creative content. Besides, LLMs have not only shown to be adept at natural language, but also to be capable of generating and understanding data representation languages [1] like the RDF Turtle format for RDF knowledge graphs (KGs). As such, LLMs demonstrated to be useful and evolve in assisting with knowledge graph engineering related task [2], including generation of RDF KGs from a variety of input formats ranging from textual to (semi)-structured sources [3, 4, 5]. However, when it comes to creating KGs out of (structured) sources, execution costs and runtime limit the scalability and thus applicability of LLMs for transforming large input data into RDF. Currently, traditional mapping and transformation approaches scale much better in terms of costs and performance for structured sources. On the downside, most tools require a configuration of various input and output parameters (e.g. thresholds) per source, or even complex setups such as selecting scoring functions or defining rules, to work properly. As the complexity and variety of the input data or target KG grows, this effort becomes increasingly difficult [6]. We see
potential in combining the best of both worlds, by leveraging LLMs to automatically configure (the setup of) those tools, while scaling over both volume and variety.

In this work, we investigate such a hybrid strategy for the RDF Mapping language (RML) [7] as a proof of concept. Our case study is motivated and driven by the common scenario of mapping a semi-structured dataset into RDF for the purpose of integrating or fusing it into an existing target KG in an automated pipeline. RML is a powerful, and flexible language designed to enable the creation of RDF graphs from heterogeneous data sources, including JSON, XML, CSV, and relational databases. Given its popularity, standardization, RDF-compliant specification/declaration, and machine-readable language definition [8], it seems an excellent candidate for zero-shot experiments without prior training and fine-tuning, but also as a key technology towards self-configuring RDF KGC pipelines. Our work encompasses the following novelties and contributions:

- We conduct the first study on RML generation capabilities of LLMs
- We present novel insights into how well LLMs consider knowledge from target ontology definitions in Turtle when generating RML rules and selecting mapping targets
- We define and evaluate measures to analyze and evaluate LLM-generated RML mappings w.r.t. a gold standard reference KG.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: First, we will give a brief overview of works that use LLMs for data integration and knowledge graph construction. Then, we introduce our method and setup, describing our LLM instruction approach, the derived target ontology, and the test data snippets. Afterwards, we evaluate our approach using several commercial LLMs and investigate the quality with metrics involving a reference KG.

2. Related Work

2.1. LLMs in Mapping and KGC processes

A plethora of works experimented with the execution of KGC or data extraction / integration tasks in combination with or fully powered by LLMs. In [9] instruction prompts are used with large foundation models (released before the 2023 era, like GPT3) to perform entity matching, error detection, schema matching, data transformation, and data imputation tasks. Zhu et al. [3] investigated the performance of LLMs for KGC w.r.t. entity, relation, and event extraction as well as link prediction, on eight benchmark datasets. According to their study, LLMs showed limited effectiveness in a one to few-shot setting. SPIRES [4] recursively performs prompt interrogation to directly extract triples from text matching either a provided LinkML schema or identifiers from existing ontologies and vocabularies. In [1] a handful one-shot benchmark tasks are presented to evaluate the capabilities of LLMs (reported amongst others for GPT3.5/4, Claude 2) to parse, write, comprehend, fix and construct KGs in RDF Turtle Format. The performance of those commercial model version from July 2023 were reported as promising, motivating us to use the Turtle format for RML mappings and Ontology snippets.

TechGPT-2.0 [5] is a model trained specifically for KGC tasks, including named entity recognition and relationship triple extraction.

Also the field of Ontology Matching (OM) has seen several efforts to employ LLMs. OM is a crucial step to generate RML mappings between RDF KGs, but is also related to the task of map-
ping CSV or JSON schemata to a target ontology. [10] uses LLMs to refine ontology/vocabulary mappings. Similar to our experiment, they feed mapping candidates externally using high-recall methods (e.g. lexical similarity). Olala [11] also feeds textual descriptions of ontology candidate members into an LLM to perform binary or multiple-choice ontology matching decisions. AutoAlign [12] constructs a predicate-proximity-graph using LLMs to capture the similarity between predicates across two KGs. This allows for creating predicate embeddings without manual seeds and usage of unsupervised KG alignment in vector space without further use of LLMs.

Experiments in [13] indicate that LLMs seem able to understand and to construct concept hierarchies. We consider this an important skill in order to select appropriate classes and properties of a target ontology esp. when there are information granularity/depth mismatches.

A method that generates code using LLMs to create views on heterogeneous data lakes is proposed in [14].

While there exists a very recent effort to generate OWL ontologies and RML mappings for CSV files1 with LLMs, the problem scenario and applied methods are different and more generic. The approach uses the LLM to create a novel target ontology based on the CSV structure, while we want to reuse an existing target ontology. Moreover, the RML generation is constrained by pre-defined generic RML snippet templates, whereas the LLM needs to compose the final mapping by creating instances of those templates and composing them in one file. To the best of our knowledge, no evaluation for creating RML mappings for a JSON dataset without further assistance - other than providing the relevant target ontology members - has been conducted.

### 2.2. Mapping Frameworks and RML Quality Evaluation

Several frameworks and mapping languages exist for (declarative) graph generation from heterogeneous (semi-)structured data. Since we focus on RML [7] and RMLMapper in this work, we refer the reader to [15] for an overview on other approaches. With regard to evaluating the quality of RML mappings, a few works exist. Most notably, [16] created a tool2 that assesses RML mappings and suggests patches. Backed by RDFUnit (tests) and OWL axioms from the target ontology, the RML mapping file can be checked for quality issues (e.g. domain/range violations, missing type statements). The approach was evaluated, amongst others, on the DBpedia dataset for both mappings and mapped data.

Four metrics to assess the quality of R2RML (a subset of RML) mappings were presented in [17]. The tests checked for usage of undefined classes/properties, blank nodes and RDF reification as indicators for quality issues. In [18] this was extended into a framework that uses SHACL to check (e.g. similar to [16] the correct term type and datatype) and refine R2RML mappings. The novel RML ontology [8] is shipped with SHACL shapes, that could be used to validate proper usage of RML statements in the mappings. EvaMap [19] is a framework to evaluate RDF Mappings using a set of metrics based on the 7 Linked Data quality dimensions from [20]. The metrics are evaluated given the input dataset on a YARRRML mapping [21] or sampled mapped entities (when instances are needed) and aggregated into a final weighted score. Notably is that they measure the mapping coverage w.r.t. the input dataset as well as

1 https://github.com/tecnomod-um/OntoGenix
2 https://github.com/RMLio/RML-Validator
[22] which calculate the ratio of mapped SQL columns in relational database mapping scenarios. [22] provides an exhaustive list of measures for faithfulness, quality, and interoperability of the output data. However, a plethora of them is out of scope or do not apply to our work, since they require knowledge from the data(base) in use or assume publishing a dataset given an open vocabulary choice.

Although some of our evaluation scores can be grounded in these previous works, we did not directly employ any of those tools. Since we consider quality mostly as fitness for use and given the differences in requirements and the nature of the problem setups, we need a custom set of scores for more nuanced insights.

3. Experiment Method and Setup

In this section, we describe the data and ontology used in our experiment, the prompts as well as requirements and challenges w.r.t. the RML generation task. Fig. 1 gives an overview on the experimental mapping generation workflow. We executed RML mappings using one of the reference implementations in Java\(^3\). The code and all resources are accessible in a public repository \(^4\), including (links to) the input data, the crafted prompt templates, and generated results with their descriptions.

3.1. Test Data & Prompt Input Data

We derived our test data from the International Movie Database (IMDB)\(^5\). We convert a subset (focused on movies and involved Persons) of the original CSV files into JSON (see Listing 1) format as input data for the LLM. This is done because processing the CSV export of a relational table adds several layers of complexity. First, the data is split into various files. Second, it has multi-value cells (‘|’ separator) and empty cells (‘\N’ values). Third, CSV values have no datatype information. These introduce extra sub-tasks with potential error sources, such as CSV syntax analysis or advanced RML expressions (e.g., string splitting). However, we want to start with assessing the general capability on how well LLMs can generate RML mappings having as much information as clearly and "syntactically standardized" as possible at hand. JSON on

---

\(^3\)https://github.com/RMLio/rmlmapper-java
\(^4\)https://github.com/Vehnem/kg-pipeline/tree/main/experiments/llm4rml
\(^5\)https://developer.imdb.com/non-commercial-datasets/
the other hand is a popular representation format used in many web applications / APIs. A vast amount of JSON data is available in corpora used to train LLMs. It allows to define nested values, such as people associated with films, and arrays to represent multiple values, such as film genres. It also supports standard datatypes like integers and floats. Nevertheless, we see comparing the performance between JSON and the original CSV as interesting future work.

We select a single JSON sample by filtering the title to cover a wide range of specified fields, including all possible people job categories specified in our target Movie ontology. Listing 1 shows a snippet from our selected sample, and Listing 2 the respective data in RDF Turtle.

In our final experiment, we will test a single film resource, about the movie "Diamonds". The film has connections to 10 individuals, covering all possible IMDB job categories. We expect the derived RDF graph to contain 59 triples based on 15 mapped properties.

### 3.2. Target Ontology

The target ontology (see Fig. 2) is a subset of existing classes and properties from the DBpedia ontology by focusing on films and involved people. We compiled, to the best of our knowledge, the best matching concepts relevant to our input data, together with context from the ontology (super-class, domain/range etc). But we also added real-life "confusables": two runtime properties (one assuming minutes the other seconds as double), (film) editing vs. editor (publishing) properties, producer vs executive producer properties. The ontology consists of 6 classes (Work, Film, VideoGame, Person, Actor, Agent). As a special minor change, we modified the property dbo:genre, and defined it as owl:DatatypeProperty instead of owl:ObjectProperty as the latter would require the LLM to construct new genre entities from a simple string or matching them to DBpedia entities. Both tasks introduce error sources that affect the evaluation of basic RML generation capabilities. We consider them as a subsequent step in a KGC pipeline, once an initial KG version of the input was created via the
mapping, and thus out of the scope of this initial experiment. Although the target ontology is rather specific, it serves the purpose to check whether the LLms are capable of using it correctly.

3.3. RML Mapping Requirements & Challenges

In order to generate (meaningful) data for our use case of constructing a KG to be fused with a target KG, the generated mapping has to fulfill a set of requirements:

1. defining correct logical source based on given file path
2. mapping all JSON attributes where a target property (candidate) exists in the ontology but not mapping keys without a candidate (ontology coverage & succinctness)
3. selecting most specific over generic properties and types (e.g. Actor instead of Person) w.r.t. formalized context of ontology members
4. correct literal value representations and datatypes
5. following a specified pattern for entity IRLs incorporating their IDs
6. usage of RML-Mapper built-in functions only

Given these requirements and our experiment data, we consider mapping the category attribute of involved persons to the appropriate job function/role property of the ontology a challenge. For example, when the category of an involved person is \textit{actor} or \textit{actress} it needs to generate an edge from the movie entity via \texttt{dbo:starring} to the actor entity. Another interesting case is posed by both runtime properties, whereas one needs conversion from minutes to seconds.
3.4. LLM Instructions

Prompt engineering is an iterative process. We started by crafting simple prompts that quickly accomplished our tasks and then refined them based on our early findings.

3.4.1. RML Mapping Prompt

The mapping file generation prompt encompasses different rules and presets the entire target ontology and a JSON input data sample. The instruction contains the following rules (shortened versions):

- Convert given JSON data with file located at /path/to/input.json
- Use the provided movie ontology as a mapping target
- Map information with the most specific class or property possible
- Take the domain and range of properties into account
- Convert values to be valid for datatypes
- Ensure syntactical and semantical correctness to RML specification
- Use ‘http://mykg.org/resource/’ as target namespace

3.4.2. Turtle Repair Prompt

One major challenge when requesting specific structured formats from LLMs in a zero-shot manner is the handling of syntax errors.

To deal with corrupted syntax in the Turtle format, we use a second prompt for requesting the LLM to repair the syntax. It includes rigorous instructions and hints for the syntax, the corrupted Turtle data (response from initial mapping generation prompt or the output of previous fixing attempt), and the parsing exception thrown by the Python RDF library (rdflib).

The instruction contains the following constraints (shortened versions):

- Respond with the full fixed RDF Turtle document.
- Stick with the original structure and formatting of the original Turtle file as much as possible.
- Only apply minor modifications to fix the syntax.
- Take the given parsing exception into account when repairing
- Check proper usage of . ; , for separating triples, predicate-objects, and objects.

4. Evaluation

In our evaluation, we assessed five commercial large language models (LLMs): Claude2.1, Claude3 Opus (20240229), GPT3.5 Turbo (01-25), GPT4 Turbo (01-25-preview), and Gemini Pro. Each model underwent a structured testing protocol over 40 runs using its default settings, such as temperature. The evaluation comprised the following steps:

1. For each run, we checked the output for RDF syntax errors. If the initial output is not syntactically valid, we performed up to two consecutive repair attempts.
2. For outputs that were either generated correctly or successfully repaired, we evaluated the generation of triples.
3. We then verified the correctness of these triples, both under exact and relaxed conditions.
4. Finally, for all properties, we assessed whether they were correctly mapped to the target ontology.

We assess the generated RML and the transformed RDF triples in the following sections.

![Figure 3](image)

Figure 3: LLM Response Validity of generated RML Mapping Files in Turtle Format.

4.1. LLM Response Validity

In Fig. 3a, we show how many iterative Turtle syntax repair attempts were performed for each of the 40 generated initial mappings per model. We found, that the novel Claude3 is the most syntax-conformant model and shows a significant enhancement over its predecessor (which lacks in generating and repairing Turtle in around 75% of the cases). For the OpenAI models we could observe a reversed effect, which aligns with findings reported in [1]. Fortunately, GPT4 can fix its mappings in the majority of cases in one attempt. Gemini has a slightly better performance (25%) than Claude2.1. However, when looking at Fig. 3b, we see that when trying to put the valid (parsable) mappings into action, both models do not generate a single mapping that produces any triple but the majority leads to processing exceptions (correct syntax but issues w.r.t. RML spec or bad JSON iterator). While GPT3.5 is reliable w.r.t. Turtle, the produced RML is not sound and leads to errors in over 90% of the cases. Claude3 produces the most actionable mappings in the majority of cases, where a great portion generates triples. GPT4 only creates mappings in slightly more than one-third of the cases. The reason for 0-triple mappings is usually that the iterators or reference conditions do not select input data.

4.2. Mapping Quality

We analyze the quality of the mapping mostly based on the "fitness for use" of the triples generated by it. Fitness for use is driven by the degree of how well requirements 2-5 (Section 3.3) are fulfilled and our data integration/fusion use case (mapping data to integrate in target KG) can be accommodated. While we reused some metrics from related work, a plethora of these do
not match well with this setting or have limited value. E.g. correctness of the (lexical) values of transformed data is more important than the datatype (ideally datatype is also correct but if the value is wrong and datatype is correct this a serious problem). As such using e.g. RDFUnit as in [16] would be of limited help. Instead, we created a "gold mapping" and produce a gold standard KG. However, matching the mapping output KGs with it, pose the challenge that the graph could be correct and useful but not isomorphic due to IRI identifier variety. Moreover, AI-generated mappings can have different types of errors compared to manually created ones. But this work has the goal to get insights what aspects of the experiment task pose challenges to the LLMs. As a consequence we present a set of custom measures that have varying levels of strictness, when it comes to comparing the triples generated by the mapping to the gold standard, but also measures that are tailored to our specific experiment data. In Table 1 we report overall statistics about the mappings and its vocabulary usage. Claude3 created 26 and GPT4 created 13 mappings that generated at least one triple. With regard to mapping to all possible candidates from the target ontology, only four Claude3 mappings succeeded. Claude3
also matched in most cases only the correct candidates and nothing more. For GPT4 this OM aspect seems to cause problems. It consistently tried to map "unmappable" elements like isAdult or ordering. Moreover, it also ignored our requirement to use no external functions. We found that GPT4 has issues in following our mapping requirements and instructions.

4.2.1. Triples Exact Match Comparison

Figure 5: Relaxed Scores.

As a first and very strict set of scores we report 4 graph identity measures. In Fig. 4, we show F1 scores for the extracted triples compared to our gold reference. Every point of the boxplot represents a mapping that generated at least one triple. Note, that the amount of mappings are different because, we gave every model the same fair chance in 40 runs to produce and repair the mapping, which lead to different numbers of mappings generating triples. The median (bold line) for the triple-oriented and subject-oriented matches is both 0. The mean (big circle) of Claude3 is slightly better than GPT4. However, we also see some outliers with F1 values of 0.8 which show that some runs were more successful. With regard to the set of predicates and objects the results are significantly better, showing that Claude3 performed better.

4.2.2. Relaxed Scores

The triple-element scores showed that the F1 triple score is significantly affected by problems with subject identifiers. As such, we present in Fig. 5 a set of relaxed scores. The Subject Relaxed score is tolerant with regard to our requested IRI pattern (since the models very often ignore this request and create IRIs of the form /class/id instead). Since the IRI patterns have no effect on data integration, we tolerate this in the relaxed score, but we ensure that the correct
ids are contained within the IRIs, since this a non-negotiable necessary requirement. This score shows that Claude3 makes only very few errors w.r.t. subject id generation, but also GPT4 has a reasonable performance. Since the object performance can be also affected by our IRI constraint for Object properties, we had an isolated look on the datatype properties. The Literal Values EM score describes whether the values (lexical) are having an exact match without considering the datatype. We see that Claude3 shows an excellent performance compared to GPT4 (median smaller than 0.5). When doing the opposite by ignoring the object value but testing for the correct datatype only (Literal Datatypes EM), the performance of GPT4 is better, but still worse compared to Claude3. We calculated a Class Assignment score to get an impression of which entities are mapped. The class assignment result shows the F1 score calculated between the list of expected (most specific) and assigned class types of the applied RML mapping. We see that Claude3 is better but the assignment needs further inspection. In Table 2, we see both Claude3 and GPT4 miss in some instances to extract all person entities but then in particular fail to assign the correct most-specific type to Actors.

### 4.2.3. Property Mapping Insights

Based on our analysis of the single mappings, we have observed diverse vocabulary usage throughout the generated mapping files. Table 3 and Table 4 show the results of an in-depth analysis for Claude3 and GPT4. We analyze the mapping vocabulary usage quality by: counting the number of generated triple files containing the property ("p is used"); checking whether the outdegree matches the outdegree from the reference ("p outdegree OK"); checking whether it is used reasonably ("s-o fuzzy OK") by performing fuzzy matching on subjects (should contain title/person id) and objects (match on value ignoring the datatype) with the reference triples; it is used as an object or datatype property, and in the case of the latter, whether the literal value and datatype match correctly ("literal OK").

We observed that all datatype properties are highly used in the generated mappings by both
models. Considering a fuzzy triple match ("s-o fuzzy OK") for triples containing the predicate shows good usage counts for each of these properties. The same can be seen for property outdegree ("p outdegree OK") and their value+datatype correctness count ("literal OK"). Claude3 has at least 18, and GPT4 has at least 8 generated triple files with datatype properties, mapping the correct value and datatype. Concerning the "confusable" predicates (Section 3.3), our analysis shows that (incorrectly) mapping to the property runtime instead of Work/runtime only happened for GPT4.

Both models fail to generate correct mapping rules for all the job function object properties based on the given person (involvement/job) category. Claude3 and GPT4 do not map the expected property executiveProducer, but the producer property was mapped six times by Claude3 and once by GPT4. Further, a mapping for the false property editor was only generated once by both models. However, Claude3 RML mappings use the expected target property editing five times, but unfortunately incorrectly, whereas GPT4’s mapping results do not contain a single triple using this property.

Notably, for both models, we can identify the incorrect usage of datatype or object properties in several cases (e.g., an object is mapped as literal instead of IRI, or vice versa). The genre property was used as object property once in each of the model results, as opposed to the changes made in our ontology (w.r.t. the original definition in the DBpedia ontology). The highest incorrect usage in both models is for the job function properties (e.g., starring).

5. Conclusion & Future Work

In conclusion, our detailed analysis of RML mappings generated by the latest commercial large language models (LLMs) like Claude3 Opus and GPT4 showcased promising results in handling given JSON data and target ontologies. Claude3 Opus, in particular, generally excelled over GPT4 in quality evaluations, highlighting its enhanced proficiency. However, earlier versions such as Claude 2.1, GPT3.5T, and Gemini-Pro struggled significantly with the task, failing to produce any valid RML documents.
Throughout our development phase, we encountered issues related to RDF syntax, such as incorrect prefix definitions and the use of separators in Turtle syntax. Although the newer models showed a good grasp of the RML spec and our ontology vocabulary, they consistently confused properties like executive-producer with producer, likely due to unclear ontology documentation, and incorrectly mapped certain properties completely (person job functions). The property mapping issue may be related to the correct definition of the JSON reference, whereby The LLM needs to generate a JSON expression for each job, matching an exact key-value pair in the nested person objects, to map the correct specific role function property.

Our initial experiment offers plenty of directions for future research. Testing RML mapping with different data formats, such as CSV and XML, could offer insights into how data expressiveness impacts mapping generation. The study of YARRRML could further our understanding of LLM capabilities in relation to the targeted mapping issues. Next, experimenting with diverse data sampling strategies, like popular versus unpopular datasets or entirely unknown data, would measure understanding of more specialized domains. Furthermore, enhancing model performance through feedback mechanisms on errors and the integration of SHACL validations could improve results. There is also a potential to refine LLM capabilities by providing more context through ontologies and improving model training with existing mappings from resources like GitHub. Finally, enabling custom RML function usage and generation would offer better flexibility and allow more complex mappings.

Moving forward, we see substantial potential for LLMs to automate and enhance the construction of knowledge graphs, highlighting the importance of continued advancements and refinements in hybrid KG and LLM technologies.
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